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History of property taxation
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Property taxation

• International Association of Assessing Officers (IAAO) states:

Market value-based taxation results in values, & thus taxes, that are:

• Uniform - like properties treated similarly

• Fair - amount of taxes levied is related to ability to pay

• Transparent - consistency in approach

• Understandable

• “To maximize fairness & understandability in a property tax system, 

assessments should be based on current market value of a property...”



History of 
BC Assessment

• Established in 1974 under the Assessment Authority 

Act in response to the need for a fair, independent 

organization that valued all property in the province

• A provincial Crown corporation, independent of 

taxing authorities

• Head office in Victoria

• Statutes – Assessment Authority Act & Assessment 

Act.



• Annual list of property values provides stable, 

predictable base for real property taxation in B.C.

• Under our provincial legislation value is defined as 

“the market value of the fee simple interest in 

land and improvements”

• Assess over 2 million properties with total value 

(2018) of $1.8 trillion

• Identifies ownership, value, classification and 

exemptions for each property  

• Provides stable base for local governments and 

taxing authorities to raise approximately $7 billion 

annually in property taxes for schools and 

important local services

Our product



How we value different types of property

• Market value as of July 1st

• Residential

• Commercial

• Traditional 3 Approaches all 

utilized:

• Direct Comparison

• Cost

• Income

• Legislated (regulated values)



BCA determines ‘Class’ for all 
properties

Class Title 

1 Residential 

2 Utilities

3 Supportive housing

4 Major industry

5 Light industry

6 Business other 

7 Managed forest land 

8 Recreational/non profit 

9 Farm land 



Roll Totals by Class



Exemptions

• An exemption is a release from paying 

all or a portion of a tax assessed* 

• Common exemptions are: 

• Permissive – Local Government 

determines

• Statutory – Often provincial 

legislation such as schools and 

hospitals



Mass Appraisal



Single Family standard lot



Single Family low uniformity lots



Old methods vs. new technology



Single Family improved



Commercial or Investment properties

Predicated on the assumption that the value of a property is directly 

related to it’s ability to generate income. 

Includes everything from the little corner store up to the $600m+ 

shopping centre, office complex, or hotel

Approach is the same even though the level of “mass” in the appraisal 

varies

Has to be reasonable, defendable and equitable

Roll quality measured by ratio studies; ASR, COD, PRD. To IAAO 

standards.



Income Approach
•Steps in the Mass Appraisal model building –

•Define your market area – be it a region, a city, or a 
neighbourhood – it will vary according to property type – a 
shopping centre or 5 star hotel will be different from a one 
storey retail building

•Ensure the underlying land value is accurate

•Ensure the improvements are correctly inventoried and 
costed

•Thoroughly analyze all the available transaction data

•Gather and analyze as much of the other market 
information as is humanly possible.



CAMA Architecture



Retail Rental Model 



Cap rate and adjustments



Increasing Complexity

• Triple A Office buildings, regional malls, Top tier hotels 

• Power centres and shopping mall with office 

• Mixed use, multi-tenant, multi-storey buildings

• Multi-tenant single storey retail tenant – strip-mall

• Relatively homogeneous single storey single tenant retail



New technology and recent developments



3D GIS & Spatial Models



3D GIS & Spatial Models



A Word about Appeals in a Mass Appraisal world

• [37] As the BC Court of Appeal set out in Assessor of Area 09 - Vancouver v. Michael Lount

(1995), 10 B.C.L.R. (3d) 92 there is no absolute measure of actual value; rather, there is a 

range of values within which all values are actual value. Courts and the Board have 

regularly considered a five percent difference to be within the range of actual value. As the 

actual value I have determined is less than two percent from the current assessed value, I 

decline to order a change as there is no material difference between the actual value I 

have determined and the value currently entered on the roll.



Additional resources


